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 Many KVR members have added Trollo to the following boards: 28 different topics.KVR API And Updates 30 Trollo by
Axxeom is a Virtual Instrument Audio Plugin for Windows. It functions as a VST Plugin.. 22 KVR members have added Trollo

to 5 My KVR groups 26 times. Many KVR members have added Trollo to the following boards: 28 different topics.API And
Updates 30 Trollo by Axxeom is a Virtual Instrument Audio Plugin for Windows. It functions as a VST Plugin.. 22 KVR

members have added Trollo to 5 My KVR groups 26 times. Many KVR members have added Trollo to the following boards: 28
different topics. Updated: 2018-04-16 Hello, I have just updated Trollo to 1.7.4.1 version. If you upgrade Trollo 1.7.4 to 1.7.4.1
and have any problems, please let me know. About Trollo Trollo by Axxeom is a Virtual Instrument Audio Plugin for Windows.
It functions as a VST Plugin. Trollo was originally designed as a drum sample pack for KVR drum machine. The plugin can be
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used as a free-time audio sample editor with great potential. Trollo can be used to edit sounds, vocals, synth instruments and
various other audio data, with possibilities to add effects, reverbs, delays, filters, equalizers, compressors, resonators and much

more. Requirements Trollo needs only the following to work: Trollo 1.7.4.1 by Axxeom (Windows or Mac) Any Windows audio
software with audio processing capabilitie Audio device (like CPU, motherboard, USB audio device or network sound device)
About Trollo 1.7.4.1 Hello, I have just updated Trollo to 1.7.4.1 version. If you upgrade Trollo 1.7.4 to 1.7.4.1 and have any
problems, please let me know. What's new in Trollo 1.7.4.1 Fixed a bug with auto feedback function. Fixed a bug with the

master volume settings. Fixed a bug with the plugin Wnd_Activate function. Fixed a bug with starting the plugin window in the
taskbar. Fixed 82157476af
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